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• What is a mathematical model , really?
• How is this specialized to dynamics ?
• How are models arrived at?
• From basic laws: ‘ﬁrst principles’ modeling
• Combined with interconnection:
tearing, zooming, & linking
• From measured data: SYSID (system identiﬁcation)
• What is the role of (differential) equations ?
• Importance of latent variablesQuestions
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Newton’s 2-nd law
Phenomenon: A moving mass
FORCE
MASS
¡¡ Model the relation between
force, mass, & acceleration !!Examples
Newton’s 2-nd law
Phenomenon: A moving mass
FORCE
MASS
But, the aim of Newton’s law is really:
¡¡ Model the relation between
force, mass, & position !!Dynamic modelsExamples
Newton’s 2-nd law
FORCE
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¡¡ Model the relation between
force & position of a pointmass !!Examples
RLC circuit
Phenomenon: the port voltage and current, f’ns of time
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Model voltage/current histories as a f’n of time !Latent variablesExample
The price in our economic example
RLC circuitExample
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Model voltage/current histories as a f’n of time !
How do we actually go about this modeling?
Emergence of latent variables.Example
RLC circuit
TEARING
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RLC circuit
TEARING
The interconnection architecture:
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RLC circuit
Note: the eliminated equations are differential equations!
Does this follow from some general principle?
Algorithms for elimination?
The modeling of this RLC circuit is an example of
tearing, zooming & linking . It is the most prevalent way of
modeling. See my website for formalization. Crucial role of
latent variables.
Note: no input/output thinking;
systems in nodes, connections in edges.Controllability & ObservabilitySystem properties
In this framework, system theoretic notions like
Controllability, observability, stabilizability,...
become simpler, more general, more convincing.Controllability
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Controllability of this system (referring to external terminal
variables) is a well-deﬁned question.
Observability is not! No duality on the system’s level.
Of course, there is a notion of B⊥, and results connecting
controllability of B to state observability of B⊥.SummaryBtw
• A model is not a map, but a relation.
• A ﬂow is a very limited model class.
; closed dynamical systems.
• An open dynamical system is not an input/output
map .
• input/state/output systems, although still limited, are
the ﬁrst class of suitably general models
• Behaviors, including latent variables, are the ﬁrst
suitable general model class for physical applications
and modeling by tearing, zooming, and linkingBtw
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• A mathematical model = a subset
• A dynamical system = a behavior
= a family of trajectories
• Latent variables are ubiquitous in models
• Important properties of dynamical systems
• Controllability : concatenability of trajectories
• Observability : deducing one trajectory from another
• Stabilizability : driving a trajectory to zero
• The behavior is all there is. All properties in terms of
the behavior. Equivalence, representations also.Summary
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